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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
At least 36 states have enacted legislation requiring organizations that possess sensitive
personal information to warn individuals of security breaches. California led the way in the
creation of these laws, driven by concerns about identity theft and lax information security. In
following California's lead, other states have expanded upon the requirements of the California
statute by, for example, requiring that organizations report breaches to a state regulatory agency.
Much still needs to be learned about information security practices, security breaches,
and the link between these breaches and fraud. However, the proliferation of state laws has
driven many businesses to call for federal security breach legislation that overrides state law.
Data holders have begun to question whether consumers pay attention to security breaches, and
whether most security breaches result in identity theft.
In the midst of calls for federal legislation, survey data collected on identity theft reveals
that the crime is becoming more complex and difficult to track. Security breaches no doubt
contribute to some identity theft, but it is unclear how much. Also, while some federal proposals
require different notification policies based on the size of the security breach, since stealing
identities is labor intensive, a small breach may be just as risky as a very large one.
Organizations have not yet formulated notices that communicate security breaches
effectively to consumers. The idea that consumers will become inured to notices and ignore
warnings is a familiar refrain, but even if some customers ignore notices, apathy among some
does not justify abrogating the rights of all to receive notices of security breaches. Furthermore,
this problem suggests a remedy of creating better notices, rather than providing none at all.
This study surveys the literature on changes in the information security world and
significantly expands upon it with qualitative data from seven in-depth discussions with
information security officers. These interviews focused on the most important factors driving
security investment at their organizations and how security breach notification laws fit into that
list. Often missing from the debate is that, regardless of the risk of identity theft and alleged
consumer apathy towards notices, the simple fact of having to publicly notify causes
organizations to implement stronger security standards that protect personal information.
The interviews showed that security breaches drive information exchange among security
professionals, causing them to engage in discussions about information security issues that may
arise at their and others’ organizations. For example, we found that some CSOs summarize news
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reports from breaches at other organizations and circulate them to staff with "lessons learned"
from each incident. In some cases, organizations have a "that could have been us" moment, and
patch systems with similar vulnerabilities to the entity that had a breach.
Breach notification laws have significantly contributed to heightened awareness of the
importance of information security throughout all levels of a business organization and to
development of a level of cooperation among different departments within an organization that
resulted from the need to monitor data access for the purposes of detecting, investigating, and
reporting breaches. CSOs reported that breach notification duties empowered them to implement
new access controls, auditing measures, and encryption. Aside from the organization’s own
efforts at complying with notification laws, reports of breaches at other organizations help
information officers maintain that sense of awareness.
Though security breach notification laws rarely top the list of security professionals'
priorities, organizations keenly understand that reputational harm may result from a breach. This
has profound consequences in the enterprise. Security breach notification duties lead to more
awareness and attention across different levels of management and, in some cases, they have led
to specific security measures taken in response to this threat. All the organizations interviewed
noted concerns that a public notification of a breach would damage their organization’s
reputation and the trust behind their name. Almost all the information officers interviewed have
at least implemented an incident response plan that formalized the procedures departments would
follow to detect and investigate a security breach. In addition, some organizations took specific
steps to assess the risk of a security breach, and respond accordingly. Others were satisfied that
their security standards were strong enough, and therefore took no further steps.
Security of personal data still is not a marketable characteristic for companies that sell
directly to consumers, because consumers are unable to adequately gauge security methods when
considering the importance of other product features. However, security is slowly gaining
ground as a vital business feature for businesses that interact with and handle the sensitive data
of other organizations. Organizations that are strengthening their own security mechanisms are
increasingly requiring the same of third party vendors. This pressure strips away the reputation
shelter from third party data collectors that lack direct interactions with the general public, and
pushes towards a more uniform set of security practices. For instance, a data selling company
interviewed for this study now allows external entities to audit its systems.
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Based on the benefits described above, this study proposes establishing a uniform set of
notification requirements to maximize information exchange about security breaches:
•

Establish a uniform standard that requires public notice of all security breaches – to
help security professionals track and adapt to incidents at other organizations and to
ensure that all affected consumers are being provided with breach notices.

•

Establish a uniform reporting standard and require notification to a centralized
organization in addition to consumers – to make information on breaches publicly
available and allow industry professionals to reference breach reports for information
on security vulnerabilities.

•

Clarify and broaden technology safe harbor provisions beyond encryption – to give
better guidance to organizations on what types of security mechanisms are sufficient
to prevent lost data from being accessible for the purposes of misuse and to incubate
research into and adoption of other technologies that effectively render personal
information useless if accessed without authorization.

•

Create a safe harbor period for notifications – to compromise between giving clear
instructions on how quickly notifications must be given and providing enough
flexibility for organizations to investigate and remedy security breaches.

•

Collect more information on the type of notification trigger language that should be
used.
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Methods
The interview data reported here were gathered over a one-month period through seven
separate interviews with information security professionals that possessed responsibilities similar
to chief information security officers at their organizations. Interview subjects were selected to
cover a broad range of industries. All were employed by organizations that do business in states
with security breach notification duties. Interview questions were designed as open-ended,
qualitative information gathering instruments. The main topics covered by the interview
questions involved internal organizational structure around security investment decisions,
regulatory and market factors that affect investment decisions, the organizations’ responses to
the enactment of security breach notification laws, market effects of security breaches, and
industry best practices.
All interview questions and procedures were reviewed and approved for exemption by
the University of California Berkeley Institutional Review Board and Office for the Protection of
Human Subjects before they commenced. In accordance with the security protocols required by
the Office for the Protection of Human Subjects, responses of the interview subjects have been
de-identified. All interview responses have been kept confidential and anonymous. Individual
respondents have been assigned a unique identifier (A1 through A7), which will be used to refer
to their responses. Table 1 lists the main characteristics of the interview subjects’ industries,
organization, and whether the organization has suffered a security breach requiring public
notification.
Table 1: Interview Subjects By Industry, Category, and Other Characteristics
Identifier

Industry Category

Ownership
Status

A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7

Internet Retail
Software
Data Collector
Telecommunications
Insurance / Financial
Healthcare
Software

Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Non-profit
Public
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Customer Status
(Business to Business
and/or Business to
Consumer)
B2C
B2C & B2B
B2B
B2C & B2B
B2C & B2B
B2C
B2C & B2B

Has the
organization
experienced a
breach?
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

Security Breach Notification Laws and Enhanced Security
Measures
Security breach notification laws are well-positioned to provide incentives for companies
to enhance security measures for personal information. An analogy can be drawn here to
environmental regulation, where companies that store toxic chemicals are required to register
their presence, and report to the public when these chemicals are spilled.1 Such reporting has
reduced the prevalence of toxic releases, and caused chemical companies to internalize the costs
of spills. In a similar way, security breach notification statutes cause data collectors to
internalize more costs associated with data loss.2 To avoid seeming like an irresponsible
gatherer of data, organizations will seek to prevent unauthorized information disclosure by
enhancing security investments aimed at minimizing risks of losing personal information.
There are, however, some key differences between the toxic release reporting regime and
the security breach notification requirements. First, many fewer businesses are subject to the
toxic chemical release reporting than security breach notification laws, meaning that the toxic
release reporting requirement is more easily monitored and enforced by governing agencies. For
security breach notification laws, it is nearly impossible for a government agency to track every
security breach that occurs at various organizations to ensure that they are being reported.
Second, the pattern of disclosure that would actually warrant public reprimand in the two
areas is markedly different. Toxic release information can be easily compared for similar
organizations. Businesses releasing chemical waste are punished when either the amount
released is different from what is expected of them or when the amount released is excessive as
compared to peers.3 When businesses seek to reduce the amount of toxins being released, their
progress can be monitored through the released information. By contrast, data security breaches
defy measurement with simple statistics. Consumers only know when a company suffers a
breach, a data point that may be a reflection of serious problems, or a simple accident in an
organization with otherwise good practices. While notification of a breach may comment on the

1

See Identity Theft: Innovative Solutions for an Evolving Problem: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Terrorism,
Technology and Homeland Security of the Sen. Comm. On the Judiciary, 110th Cong. (2007) (statement of Deirdre
K. Mulligan, Clinical Professor of Law, and Chris Jay Hoofnagle, Senior Staff Attorney, Boalt Hall School of Law),
available at http://judiciary.senate.gov/pdf/3-21-07HoofnagleTestimony.pdf.
2
Id.
3
See Madhu Khanna, Wilma Rose H. Quimio & Dora Bojilova, Toxics Release Information: A Policy Tool for
Environmental Protection, 36 J. of Environmental Econ. & Management 243 (1998).
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organization’s security practices at that point in time, the lack of consistent centralized reporting
prevents consumers and regulators from tracking security over time.
Despite the differences, security breach notification laws ultimately do bring to light
incidents of security breaches that had remained hidden from public view for years.
Furthermore, the initial hit that an organization suffers by having to disclose any security breach,
regardless of its magnitude, may encourage organizations to protect more carefully the personal
information under their control. This section distills whether such effects exist by reviewing the
different regulatory requirements that govern information security, analyzing how security
breach notification laws supplement such requirements, and using in-depth discussions with
security professionals and industry surveys to evaluate whether and how security breach
notification laws have caused them to change their security practices. Furthermore, this section
evaluates what other benefits may have arisen from the provision of security breach information.

Laws requiring notification of security breaches
Growing concerns about identity theft and a particularly well-publicized data breach at
the Stephen P. Teale Data Center that leaked the personal information of 265,000 California state
employees prompted the California legislature to enact the country’s first state-level security
breach notification law, effective July 1, 2003.4 Known as the Security Breach Information Act,
AB 700, or Senate Bill 1386 (SB-1386), the statute requires any agency, person, or business that
conducts business in California, and "that owns or licenses computerized data that includes
personal information" to notify affected residents of California of any security breach in the
resident’s personal information was, or is reasonably believed to have been accessed by an

4

SB-1386 was originally introduced as a way of clarifying that personally identifiable information that was
collected by a state agency pursuant to a privacy policy was not subject to public records disclosure requirements.
See SB-1386 as introduced, February 12, 2002; Senate Judiciary Committee Analysis, April 2, 2002; Senate Floor
Analysis, April 4, 2002; Senate Floor Analysis, April 11, 2002, available at http://info.sen.ca.gov/cgibin/postquery?bill_number=sb_1386&sess=0102&house=B&site=sen. The data breach incident at the Stephen P.
Teale Data Center was characterized by a delay of over a month between the breach and discovery, and a delay of
another two weeks before employees were notified, during which time unauthorized persons had attempted to access
the accounts of several employees whose data was compromised in the breach. The controversy surrounding this
breach motivated the original supporter of the bill to modify the bill to require active public notification in cases
where personal information was acquired by unauthorized persons. See Analysis of the Assembly Committee on
Judiciary, S.B. 1386, June 18, 2002, available at http://info.sen.ca.gov/cgibin/postquery?bill_number=sb_1386&sess=0102&house=B&site=sen.
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unauthorized person.5 Under the statute, personal information means "an individual's first name
or first initial and last name in combination with any one or more of"
•

a social security number, driver’s license or California Identification Card number, or

•

account, credit, or debit card number in combination with any security or access code
or password that would allow access to said account.6

Notification must be made whenever personal information "was, or is reasonably
believed to have been, acquired by an unauthorized person," and must be made without
unreasonable delay (unless delay is necessary to comply with a law enforcement investigation).
Notice must be provided in writing. If the notifying person or business can demonstrate that
notification will cost more than $250,000 or affect more than 500,000 people, then substitute
notice in the form of a website posting and notification to major statewide media can be used.
The statute exempts from notification any unauthorized acquisition where the personal
information has been encrypted.
At last count, 36 other states have enacted similar data breach notification laws since
California’s statute went into effect.7 While most of these states follow California’s examples in
many ways, there are some key differences among the statutes.8 All of the states have defined
"personal information" at least as expansively as California’s statute, and many states have
expanded the definition to include other forms of personal information, such as email address,
alien registration number, passport number, medical records.9 Some statutes require notification
whenever there is unauthorized access of personal information, while others do not require
notification if an organization reasonably determines that harm is not likely to result from the
breach. 10
Most notably, New York’s statute requires that companies must notify the Attorney
General, the Consumer Protection Board, and the State Officer of Cyber Security and Critical

5

S.B. 1386, codified at Cal. Civil Code, §§ 1798.29, 1798.82-1798.84.
Id.
7
See THE PRESIDENT’S IDENTITY THEFT TASK FORCE, COMBATING IDENTITY THEFT: A STRATEGIC PLAN, 32 (2007)
[hereinafter COMBATING IDENTITY THEFT]. See also NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATORS, BREACH OF
INFORMATION, Apr. 7, 2007, available at http://www.ncsl.org/programs/lis/cip/priv/breach.htm.
8
For additional detail on the variations in state statutes, see Appendix A.
9
See CANADIAN INTERNET POLICY AND PUBLIC INTEREST CLINIC, APPROACHES TO SECURITY BREACH
NOTIFICATION: A WHITE PAPER, 11-14 (2007) [hereinafter CIPPIC WHITE PAPER], available at
http://www.cippic.ca/en/bulletin/BreachNotification_9jan07-print.pdf.
10
Alabama, Arkansas, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Louisiana, New Jersey, North Carolina, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island. CIPPIC WHITE PAPER at 16.
6
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Infrastructure Coordination, and that this agency notification must contain information about the
number of individuals affected, and the timing and distribution of the notice.11

What do the breaches for which notification has been provided tell us
about security breaches?12
Many organizations have analyzed publicly announced security breaches to determine
what types of breaches are occurring, what types of information are compromised as a result of
these breaches, which sectors tend to experience breaches more often than others, and whether
the breaches disclosed are likely to result in identity theft. Trends are difficult to measure from
publicly available information alone. Most state notification statutes do not require widespread
or formal public acknowledgement of the breach, so many small breaches are silently mailed to
the affected consumers without ever being reported publicly to a central authority. Many breach
reports also do not contain reliable information on the number of individual records affected.
Furthermore, since California’s statute was enacted, many other states have copycatted the law.
Therefore, depending on the time period of analysis, an increase in the number of incidents may
simply mean an increase in the number of organizations that are required to notify. Also, some
data sources, while comprehensive, are user-generated and contain security breach data that
cannot be confirmed.13 Nonetheless, certain findings are consistent throughout most of the
studies and are summarized here.

Who is disclosing security breaches?
Over a one- to two-year time period, mostly covering 2005 and 2006, and using publicly
available information on data breach announcements, the studies show roughly 200 to 250
breaches. Educational institutions and government agencies reported the greatest number of

11

CIPPIC WHITE PAPER at 18. New Jersey and North Carolina also require reporting to a government agency. New
Hampshire's Department of Justice publishes security breach notices online at
http://doj.nh.gov/consumer/breaches.html.
12
Note that this paper only discusses trends in security breaches that have been analyzed to date. The Samuelson
Clinic is currently conducting an in-depth analysis of security breach letters, and these observations may change
depending on the results of that analysis.
13
Hasan and Yurcik’s study combines databases from Privacyrights.org and Attrition.org, the latter of which
contains both confirmed and unconfirmed reports of data breaches. Ragib Hasan and William Yurcik, Beyond
Media Hype: Empirical Analysis of Disclosed Privacy Breaches 2005-2006 and a DataSet/Database Foundation
for Future Work (unpublished working paper) (on file with author).
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breaches. 14 However, corporations—particularly financial services companies—have larger
breaches, with more identities being exposed per breach.15
These trends do not necessarily indicate that educational institutions and government
agencies are more likely to suffer security breaches than private businesses. Observation here
suffers from both underinclusion and overinclusion, because not all government entities are
required to notify of security breaches, and because not all entities comply with notification laws.
In a survey conducted by CIO Magazine, 11% of the security professional respondents who
indicated that they need to be in compliance with SB-1386 also answered that they are not
actually in compliance.16 While this response could reflect that security professionals do not feel
that they have instituted the necessary precautionary measures to protect personal information, it
could also indicate a large number of companies that have suffered security breaches but have
failed to disclose the breach and notify affected consumers.

What causes the types of security breaches being disclosed?
The security breaches divulged thus far indicate that the majority of incidents and
personal accounts compromised resulted from intentional unauthorized access – hackers and
physical theft.17 It stands to reason that these forms of data loss are more likely to result in
misuse than accidental data loss (such as a missing laptop or accidental disposal) because the
people who have gained unauthorized access targeted the information in the first place.
Accidental data loss may still result in misuse, when the perpetrator discovers the value of the

14

Analyzing publicly disclosed security breaches from January 1, 2005 through May 26, 2006, the AARP Public
Policy Institute found that educational institutions and government agencies were the most common sources of
security breach notifications, together comprising almost 60 percent of all publicly reported security breaches during
this period of time, and around 42 percent of the total number of personal accounts compromised. AARP PUBLIC
POLICY INSTITUTE, INTO THE BREACH: SECURITY BREACHES AND IDENTITY THEFT (2006) [hereinafter AARP
Study], available at http://www.aarp.org/research/frauds-scams/fraud/dd142_security_breach.html. Note, however,
that if one takes out the CardSystems breach of June 2005, which alone accounts for over 40 million records
compromised, the number of records compromised by educational institutions and government agencies accounts
for 76 percent of all personal records lost. Of course, since the number of accounts affected was not disclosed for 35
of the breaches during this time period, these percentages may not be accurate.
15
Hasan and Yurcik (businesses = 35% of breached identities); IDANALYTICS, NATIONAL DATA BREACH ANALYSIS
(2006) (majority of breached identities, even excluding Cardsystems, occurred in the financial services sector)
[hereinafter IDANALYTICS DATA BREACH ANALYSIS], available from http://www.idanalytics.com/.
16
CIO MAGAZINE, THE GLOBAL STATE OF INFORMATION SECURITY (2005) [hereinafter GLOBAL STATE OF
INFORMATION SECURITY], available at
http://www.cio.com/article/11691/The_Global_State_of_Information_Security_.
17
The AARP study says 62% of incidents and 84% of identities were intentional access. AARP STUDY at 3.
idAnalytics says that the majority of incidents were intentional breaches, as opposed to accidental or incidental.
IDANALYTICS DATA BREACH ANALYSIS at 3.
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data.18 Lastly, many of the security breaches result from the theft, loss or misplacement of
portable storage devices, such as laptops, hard drives, and thumb drives,19 which emphasizes the
fact that technological solutions without employee diligence may not actually help to secure
personal information.

How much are breaches and notification costing organizations that
suffer them?
To date, the only in-depth study of the costs associated with security breach notifications
has been that conducted by the Ponemon Institute. Their 2005 survey found that estimated direct
costs, i.e. direct cash outlays, associated with a security breach from detection to notification to
ex-post response varied widely among the fourteen companies surveyed. Estimates of direct
costs ranged from $161,600 to over $23 million.20 The size of the breach, which ranged from
1,600 to 900,000 records, is highly correlated with total direct costs.21 However, per notification
costs show great variability and are only loosely and negatively correlated with the size of the
breach. Direct costs totaled nearly $70 million, or $50 per lost record.
Adding indirect costs (time, effort, other organizational resources expended and lost
productivity) but not the estimates of the cost of lost customers results in a total of over $88
million for the 14 entities, or roughly $64 per lost record.22 Of these total direct and indirect
costs, the least costly aspect of breach notification (comprising about 16% of total costs) seems
to be detection and escalation, that is, detecting the breach, investigating its source, and
determining its scope.23 While the actual act of notification makes up another 29%, the majority
of costs associated with a breach notification have to do with the aftermath of the notification –
setting up call centers, engaging in legal counseling and defense services, and compensating
victims through payments or discounts on related services.24
18

COMBATING IDENTITY THEFT at 17.
See, CALIFORNIA OFFICE OF PRIVACY PROTECTION. RECOMMENDED PRACTICES ON NOTICE OF SECURITY BREACH
INVOLVING PERSONAL INFORMATION, 6 (2007) [hereinafter OPP RECOMMENDED PRACTICES], available at
http://www.privacyprotection.ca.gov/recommendations/secbreach.pdf (stating that 53% of the Office of Privacy
Protection’s sample set of notice letters were issued as a result of a lost or stolen portable storage device).
20
Larry Ponemon, What Do Data Breaches Cost Companies? Beyond Dollars, Customers Are Lost, 4 PRIVACY AND
SECURITY LAW REPORT 1310 (2005) [hereinafter PONEMON NOTIFICATION COSTS SURVEY 2005].
21
Id.
22
However, given the variation in per notification direct costs (indicative of variation in how companies approach
their responses) across breaches of different sizes, these per notification estimates are inaccurate estimates of how
much a security breach notification would cost breaches of similar size.
23
Id.
24
Id.
19
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The pervasiveness of notification laws across the country likely causes these costs to
increase as more and more consumers fall under breach laws’ protection. The follow-on
Ponemon survey in 2006 found that these costs increased to $54 per lost record in direct costs,
and an additional $30 per lost record in indirect costs.25 The study attributed the cost increase to
the increase in the number of state laws that required notification.26 Ultimately, however, these
estimates provide only rough estimates of notification costs, since a host of factors, many of
which may be specific to the organization suffering the breach and its attitude towards customer
accountability, play a role in determining the scope of the services provided after the breach.
Another cost that organizations suffer as a result of security breach notifications is
lowered stock value. Acquisti et al, analyzed the effect of data breaches on the stock market
prices of firms that had publicly announced data breaches. They found that data breaches have a
transient, but statistically significant, negative impact on the breaching company’s stock price.27
Furthermore, stock market participants appear to react more negatively to announcements by
retail firms, intentional or malicious hacking or attempts to access data, and very large data
breaches.28

What effect have the notification requirements had on the security of
personal information?
Effects Within Organizations
Although organizations have a significant incentive to protect proprietary information
such as trade secrets, their incentives to protect sensitive consumer information are less direct.
Consumer information is collected by these organizations as part of their business process for a
variety of purposes, such a fulfilling orders and marketing. So long as they have that information
and it provides them with value in their business process, it is less important to an organization
how many other businesses have the same information. Even in the case of data brokers, which
license databases that they compile from public records, there are no illusions that their data is

25

Survey Finds Breach Costs on the Rise in 2006; Productivity, Customer Turnover Affected, 5 PRIVACY AND
SECURITY LAW REPORT 1500 (2006) [hereinafter PONEMON NOTIFICATION COSTS SURVEY 2006]. However, the
number of companies in Ponemon’s 2006 survey also doubled.
26
PONEMON NOTIFICATION COSTS SURVEY 2006.
27
Alessandro Acquisti, Allan Friedman and Rahul Telang, Is There a Cost to Privacy Breaches? An Event Study,
Workshop on the Economics of Information Security, 13-15 (2006), http://www.heinz.cmu.edu/~acquisti/papers/
acquisti-friedman-telang-privacy-breaches.pdf.
28
Id.
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unique from that obtained by other organizations. Their specific combination might be unique or
presented in a more useful format, but the information on each individual account they have
collected has already been disseminated.
Many organizations that hold sensitive information do not bear the full cost of identity
theft resulting from data loss. Most of those financial costs are borne by consumers and financial
institutions. This disconnect between protection and costs is termed a data security externality
by Schwartz and Janger.29 Reputation and technological cost concerns aside, these organizations
therefore do not have an incentive to keep illicit users from accessing the consumer information
they have on file. Furthermore, if the organization never discloses that it suffered a breach,
consumers generally would not be able to trace identity theft resulting from a breach back to the
originating organization. If other companies are not disclosing data breaches, those that do may
become the culprit for an identity theft incident that was not actually a result of their data breach.
Without disclosure, then, organizations are not liable for identity thefts, and therefore do not
internalize the cost of these thefts into their risk analysis when making resource allocations.30
Interviewees reported that fear of reputation damage, in addition to the notification
requirement itself, drives organizations to take steps to at least evaluate, if not correct
and enhance, security mechanisms currently in place to protect personal information
Requiring organizations to give notice of breaches exposes them to potential liability,
which in turn may encourage them to translate this risk into heightened data protection. Since
the sensitive information in their hands is best controlled by them, it makes sense to allocate
some of the risk to them to control.31 Because of the reputation sanctions that come from the
public acknowledgement that security mechanisms have failed or, worse yet, were deficient to
begin with, organizations will guard against these costs by increasing security.32 Companies are
aware that reporting a data breach or other security event could result in negative publicity. In
fact, negative publicity was cited as a reason for not reporting a computer security breach to law

29

Paul M. Schwartz and Edward J. Janger, Notification of Data Security Breaches, 105 MICH. L. REV. 913, 928
(2007).
30
Id.
31
See Ross Anderson and Tyler Moore. The Economics of Information Security: A Survey and Open Questions,
314 SCIENCE 610 (2006)("Legal theorists have long known that liability should be assigned to the party that can best
manage the risk.").
32
Schwartz and Janger.
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enforcement by 48 percent of respondents to the most recent CSI/FBI survey.33 In addition, over
three-quarters of marketing professionals surveyed believe that security breaches have negatively
impacted the reputations of companies.34 Nearly three-quarters of the information security
professionals that participated in Ernst & Young’s survey listed consumer privacy and personal
data security issues as the area in which they are being most proactive, because of the negative
attention from security breaches.35 These forces and the impact of security breach notification
laws on security investment decisions have been confirmed through the interviews conducted for
this study.
Among the interview subjects, security breach notifications did not top the list of drivers
behind security investment decisions, but neither were they completely ignored. Most of the
information officers noted that the notification laws do not have much "bite." After all, the
notification laws do not require that specific security measures be implemented. Furthermore,
enforcement actions in the form of either consumer lawsuits or regulatory fines were only a
remote possibility. Most information officers interviewed were more concerned about the
regulatory scrutiny of other agencies such as the Securities Exchange Commission (SarbanesOxley), the Department of Health and Human Services (HIPAA), or one of the financial agencies
(Gramm-Leach-Bliley). Even those who acknowledged the possibility of notification fines
considered the penalties to be fine amounts fairly small compared to the revenue of the
organization.
However, all the organizations interviewed noted concerns that a public notification of a
breach would damage their organizations’ reputation and the trust behind their name. This was
true even though two of the interview subjects who had not suffered a breach thought that the
first breach would at least be forgiven, while a second would not. The respondents varied in
terms of who the target audience they would be most concerned about was, and these concerns
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generally tracked specific characteristics of how the organizations generate value. All the
interview subjects stated, almost verbatim, that no one wants to have their organization on the
front page of the newspaper. A6, an information officer from a non-profit, was concerned that
the organization would take a reputation hit among the individuals who fund the organization.
A1 and A5 both operate in businesses reliant on consumer trust, and voiced concern that a
security breach would harm their reputation among consumers. A2, A3 and A4, while worried
about the general public’s perception of their organization, were additionally interested in how a
security breach affects their reputation among businesses with which they interact, and among
others in their industries.
Other surveys reflect this concern about reputation and brand damage. Of those security
professionals surveyed in CSO Magazine’s latest E-Crime survey, 23% of security professionals
who have experienced negative security events cited harm to the organization’s reputation as a
loss resulting from an electronic crime suffered by the organization.36 This figure represents a
significant increase from the 12% who noted reputation harm in 2004.37 Also, the Ernst &
Young survey report noted, "While privacy and personal data protection has been in the public
limelight for years, the driver behind the issue achieving such a high ranking in this year’s
survey is the notoriety corporations and government agencies have received from wellpublicized lapses in consumer data security..."38
The notification statutes have focused these reputation concerns on the organizations
interviewed in such a way that most took some action at the time that the statute was enacted to
assess the risks of a security breach and to respond to these risks. Almost all the information
officers interviewed have at least implemented an incident response plan that formalized the
procedures departments would follow to detect and investigate a security breach. Response
plans were seen as a minimum requirement for complying with the notification statutes. These
response plans, in turn, have fostered inter-departmental cooperation.
In addition to the response plans, some organizations took specific steps to assess the risk
that a security breach would occur, and responded accordingly to lower that risk. Others were
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satisfied that their security standards were strong enough, and therefore did nothing.39 A2
mentioned that the security breach notification laws gave his department the authority to affect
information databases being maintained by other departments, and for one particular member of
his department to begin locking down these databases through audits, access control, encryption,
and secure authentication methods. Furthermore, the reporting and notification requirements
mean that his department is involved in making sure that all new databases being created are
secure.
A5 noted significant changes to their security policies in addition to the incident response
plan. They began with a risk assessment of their information security practices to determine
which areas contained the most sensitive information or were at greatest risk for breach. They
then implemented data classification standards in the areas that contained the most personal
information. In addition, they encrypted back-up tapes, and enacted stringent employee policies
on the transport of laptops and portable drives.
A6 also developed new security measures beyond an incident response plan. First, they
not only developed the response plan at their own organization, but also audited their
information suppliers to make sure that each supplier would execute the plan if it ever suffered a
breach of their information. At the time the statute was enacted, the organization did not have a
round-the-clock breach alert system. In response, they implemented system mitigation software
so that they would be alerted if someone tried to hack into their firewall or virtual private
network. For some systems, they purchased data encryption software so that loss of encrypted
data would be exempt from the notification requirement. They also established a differentiated
badge system such that employees and healthcare providers had different levels of access to
different levels of sensitive information.
Encryption has been on the rise at organizations overall because of breach notification
laws. One lawyer who concentrates in information privacy has stated that, with the advent of
security breach notification laws, encryption is now cost-effective for some organizations, and
she is more likely now to advise clients to invest in encryption, especially for portable devices.40
Even though encryption is costly, per record costs of encryption might be low if an organization
39
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possess a large store of sensitive information, and might be justified by the high cost of
notification itself.41 A survey of security professionals released in 2005 showed that security
breach notification laws were the most influential regulation in the decision to use encryption.42
In addition, 55% of security professionals surveyed chose to use encryption in order to prevent
data breaches, and another 40% to avoid the reputation harm and notification consequences that
would follow from such a breach.43 An updated survey confirms these trends and concerns about
security breaches as a driving factor in undertaking encryption, and additionally emphasizes that
enterprises are taking more strategy-based approaches to encryption rather than ad-hoc fixes.44
Organizations that did not necessarily change any security practices at the time the statute
was enacted strengthened their security after experiencing a breach. The individuals responsible
for security from A3 and A4, which had suffered data security breaches, noted dramatic changes
in security programs undertaken in direct response to those breaches and in the attitude of
executive management towards the importance of information security protocols. Therefore,
actual breach incidents, and the publicity following from these incidents, have caused
organizations to revisit and strengthen their data retention policies and security initiatives.
Notification laws have raised the level of awareness of the importance of information
security throughout all levels of a business organization, and have fostered cooperation
between information security departments and other departments in an organization
Prevention requires more than adopting heightened technological standards. Many
security breaches result from negligence of employees, insider fraud, and poor business
processes relating to information security.45 Security professionals consider employee
negligence and broken business processes much more acute threats to the security of confidential
41
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data than hackers.46 Two of the most highly publicized breaches, Choicepoint and the U.S.
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), were not the result of a lack of technological protections
so much as they were a result of poor business practices. Choicepoint failed to extend
information security into customer validation processes, and the VA allowed an employee to take
home a laptop containing millions of personally identified records.47 As data storage becomes
more and more mobile, large amounts of confidential information become more easily
accessible. Surveyed security professionals, in fact, acknowledge that it is very likely that PDAs,
mobile devices, and laptops all contain unprotected sensitive or confidential information, and
that is also likely that they would never be able to determine what actual sensitive data was
stored on these devices in the event they were lost or stolen.48 What is even more disconcerting
is that over 80 percent of these same respondents stated that their organization had suffered a loss
or theft of one of these types of storage devices.49
The success of information security initiatives, therefore, depends just as much on the
awareness of the employees, contractors, and executives implementing them as the design of the
initiatives themselves. Most organizations emphasize the importance of using policies,
procedures, and close supervision of personnel who have access to sensitive information as a
form of reducing the likelihood of a breach.50 Surveys of corporate executives and marketing
professionals indicate that information security is slowly becoming a business-wide concern,
rather than one confined to the information technology department. The trend is true for both
executive-level staff as well as workers who carry out day-to-day operations. In a recent survey,
over 70% of corporate executives respondents believe that there is a higher degree of concern
regarding security issues.51 Furthermore, almost all corporate executives surveyed were aware of
the status of their organization’s breach containment action plan.52 Another survey shows that
increased awareness of the importance of information security has not only helped information
security risk become more integrated with overall risk assessment practices at various types of
46
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companies, but has also fostered cooperative effort between different departments in an
organization to address information security issues.53
The interviews conducted for this study confirm these trends, and suggest that breach
notification laws have significantly contributed to heightening awareness of the importance of
information security throughout all levels of a business organization. Almost all of the interview
subjects named at least three other departments (most often, legal, human resources, marketing,
product development) that worked with the information security department in either developing
or implementing security initiatives. For one information officer, cooperation meant working
together to develop initiatives, but also delegating responsibility for the protection of whatever
sensitive information existed in each department to the head of that department. For another,
cooperation meant putting specially trained privacy and security personnel into each department.
Three other information officers stated that departments that wanted to access or use sensitive
customer information databases had to get clearance and specific security-related instructions
from their department before doing so. While some of this cooperation came together as a result
of active regulatory compliance with information security standards (such as those required
under Sarbanes-Oxley and Gramm-Leach-Bliley), much of it is a direct result of implementing
incident response plans, and the need to monitor data access to detect, investigate, and report
breaches.
Disseminating information about data security breaches within an organization can help
information security professionals obtain more resources to implement higher security standards.
Almost all of the interviewed security professionals said that they used the publicity surrounding
breaches at other organizations as an awareness tool, as well as using the reported effects as
other organizations as a way of tuning management and executive staff into the importance of
privacy and security. A7 noted that, although security breach notification laws most directly
affect breach responses, raising enough awareness on the response side can then force attention
onto breach prevention. Four other interview subjects mentioned the use of media reports and
the importance of preventing security breaches as leverage for getting funding for information
security. A1 mentioned that media reports of breaches can sometimes be used to justify
implementing a new security protocol, or to defend one that has already been implemented. As
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details of security breaches help security officers bring awareness and justification to their
investments, barriers to improvements in security policy will slowly fall away.
Security breaches at other organizations provide CSOs with information on new and
developing forms of threats
Aside from the organization’s own efforts at complying with notification laws, reports of
breaches at other entities help information officers maintain awareness in their own
organizations. Two information officers reported that, every time another story about a security
breach is published (special attention is paid to security breaches of those within the same
industry, it seems), they email the story to department heads and other employees in possession
of sensitive information. These emails usually include not only a summary of the incident, but
also "lessons learned" – what the incident says about how not to take sensitive information home
on a thumb drive, for example.
Security breaches at other organizations also help security professionals by providing
information on new threats and by helping them justify investments. All but one of the
information officers stated that the biggest benefit from the notification laws is the fact that
reports help them keep track of new and developing trends (and therefore, what to avoid) and
help them educate others in their organization about the continuing threat. Therefore, security
breach notifications serve as a new public forum for discussing the trends in the field. A1
mentioned that reports of breaches cause them to examine their own security to determine
whether a similar threat exists and to remedy it. Three of the information officers noted that the
slew of reports about laptop theft have propelled laptop encryption, previously not considered to
be an important security mechanism, to the top of their priority lists. This type of information
exchange is crucial to maintain security over time, because attack and theft strategies are often
used repeatedly, but also evolve over time.54
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Effects Across Organizations
Responsibility for the loss of personal information has resulted in an informal system
of industry self-regulation, as organizations are not only strengthening security, but
are requiring that other organizations that handle their data meet their standards as
well
Industry awareness of information security can have other effects as well. Since
organizations are responsible for breaches at third parties, they place pressure on those holding
their data to meet their standards. This pressure strips away the reputation shelter that third party
data collectors enjoy.55 The information officer for the third party data collector interviewed for
this report indicated that, as security breach notification laws increase the scrutiny of security
measures and raise the reputation stakes, the organization has been feeling more pressure from
others to engage in auditing and to enhance security measures. In fact, that organization allows
others to conduct external audits on its security systems and authentication processes. The
healthcare information officer interviewed confirmed this industry-policing phenomenon from
the other side--breaches at two of their subcontractors caused the organization to increase the
frequency and scope of the audits that they conduct of those subcontractors’ security procedures.
Although organizations respond to reputation concerns among consumers differently, the
general increase in awareness among both consumers and businesses means that even businesses
that do not interact directly with consumers must increase their security standards. First, because
some notification statutes and regulatory guidelines alike require organizations that provide
sensitive consumer information to third party organizations, data collectors, or vendors also
vouch for the security practices of those organizations, owners of consumer information have
taken steps to contractually mandate that third party vendors also establish similar security
standards.56 The most obvious example of this relationship is the Payment Card Industry Data
Security Standard, which established specific guidelines that businesses that accept credit cards
must follow. Second, organizations that either have businesses as customers or receive sensitive
information from another business often deal with pressure from these businesses to maintain
high security standards. A6 affirmed that they conduct security audits of their subcontractors,
and that when two of these subcontractors suffered breaches, they increased the frequency and
55
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scope of these audits. A3 stated that, in order to maintain relationships with its business partners,
the organization must have an open-door policy for business partners to come in and conduct
audits.
Strong information security, and proof of that strength, is becoming a necessity of
doing business with other businesses
The increase in industry awareness has a particularly large impact on B2B servicers,
because their customers do have the knowledge and access to information required to shop
around. The larger accounts and revenues from B2B customers gives those customers more
leverage in demanding higher security standards, particularly when it comes to protecting the
business customers’ own sensitive information. Even if security does not actually become a
competitive advantage for companies that sell to consumers, it is slowly gaining ground as a
competitive advantage (or rather, more like a competitive disadvantage if the organization’s
standards are lax) for companies that sell to businesses. Since many businesses have both
consumer and business accounts, the increase in standards resulting simply from heightened
awareness therefore benefits consumers as well.

Effects on Consumers
Data breaches have always happened. Security breach notification laws put them in the
public’s eye. The influx of resulting media reports and the personal experiences that consumers
have with identity theft and notification letters have made information security and privacy the
hot topic in consumer protection discussions. As a result, more and more consumers are
becoming concerned about the security practices at organizations with which they interact. In
fact, a 2006 survey showed that about 60% of U.S. respondents indicated that they have become
concerned about security recently, and 30% of U.S. respondents indicated that they had always
been concerned about security.57 In particular, when discussing security, consumers are more
concerned about protecting their identity information than financial data.58 These concerns seem
to be driven by personal experiences with security problems, which in turn have been made more
prevalent by the personal notification of security breaches.59
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Notification can heighten consumers’ awareness of the importance of information
security and consumer privacy
Awareness of the importance of information security and privacy can also empower
consumers to protect themselves. In a way, notification letters, once a breach actually occurs,
shift the responsibility from the organization holding the data onto the shoulders of the
consumer. By sending out the letter, the organization has satisfied its legal obligation. Any
procedures it chooses to undertake to assist the affected individual in protecting her identity are
purely optional, even though the procedures may affect the individual’s future perception of the
organization.60 Many consumers recognize that they hold some responsibility for their own
protection against identity theft,61 particularly because the majority of consumers do not trust that
state or federal regulations will protect them from security breaches.62 Helping consumers
become more aware of the prevalence of identity theft, therefore, not only can help prevent
identity thefts resulting directly from the breach, but may also, even if for only a short period of
time, make consumers more careful in not falling victim to other sources of identity theft (e.g.
phishing).63
Even though information security is not yet a factor on which consumers base their
decisions when choosing among different goods and services providers, the influx of
media reports about security breaches have at least fostered communication about
information security between some consumers and organizations that handle their
personal data
Security has a long way to go before it becomes something consumers actually shop for
when choosing among competitors. Although most marketing professionals indicate that
information security has become a greater concern for customers in the past few years, they have
not incorporated information security as a significant theme in their marketing
communications.64 Security is still not as much of a concern to consumers as the quality of a
company’s products and services, the way it treats its customers, and the company’s honesty and
ethics.65 Furthermore, different aspects of an industry sector may determine whether or not it is
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even feasible for consumers to consider security. For example, switching costs may sufficiently
high to prevent consumers from switching to another provider of services, even if they
disapprove of their current provider’s security practices.
Consumers face informational barriers about security investments that make it difficult
for them to shop among different companies. While a consumer generally has good information
about price, consumers generally have bad information about non-price terms that underlie the
price differential.66 Even if the full range of security investments were divulged to consumers as
part of the marketing process, consumers would have to know whether the organization
effectively uses technology and actually implements improved practices. Consumers do not have
enough information to judge whether information security is good; they can only tell when
something goes wrong that information security is bad.67 Furthermore, even when people have
sufficient information to make informed choices, they choose to sacrifice long-term privacy for
short-term benefits.68
Still, 75% of consumers surveyed think that it is very important for corporations to have
clear, visible, and comprehensible descriptions of their security practices.69 In addition 43% of
consumers surveyed in the CMO Council study reported that they have actually stopped a
transaction online, on the phone, or in a store due to security questions or concerns.70 The
message that security is becoming more important to the individual consumer is being conveyed
to at least some information officers. The fear that security breaches result in loss of trust seem
well-founded. Over 58% of consumers who received a notification announcement indicated that
the breach decreased their sense of trust and confidence in the organization sending it. 71 Some
industry groups see the possibility of a company’s commitment to privacy and security practices
becoming an important competitive differentiator.72 Furthermore, although most information
officers interviewed for this study did not indicate customer churn as a foreseeable consequence
of a security breach, about half indicated that security could become a feature that consumers
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shop for in the future. At the very least, the lack of reasonable security measures, the type of
information that consumers now have easy access to, is becoming more and more of a
competitive disadvantage.
Although over 40% of consumers who have experienced security breaches indicate that
they might discontinue their relationship with the organization reporting the breach, and another
19% of have reported actually doing so,73 actual customer churn does not seem to be a primary
concern of the information officers interviewed. Of the consumers who received notification
letters, 33% of them indicated that, although they did not alter their behavior towards the
breaching organization, they did not want the incident to happen again.74 While some officers
indicated that churn was a possibility, all except for one thought that their consumer customers
did not evaluate security as part of the organization’s services, and others noted that high
switching costs and the "sticky" nature of doing business with the organization meant it was
unlikely that consumers would leave. Ponemon’s estimates of the costs of a security breach
show that estimated customer turnover rates vary widely over the 14 security breaches surveyed,
anywhere from none at all to 11%, making it difficult to discern whether customer churn is
relevant concern.75 However, A1 did note that, even if consumers did not leave, a security
breach that betrayed consumers’ trust might result in a lower volume of transactions.
Security breaches, however, may provide a unique opportunity for companies to
communicate with consumers about how they are handling personal information. Notice letters
sometimes provide affected consumers with instructions on how to monitor their credit report, as
well as print and online resources for more information. In a survey of consumers who had
received a breach notice, 12% indicated that their trust in the organization had actually increased
because of the manner in which the breach was communicated.76 A5 even indicated that, with
the advent of breaches at other organizations, he has received correspondence from his consumer
customers demanding to know how the organization is protecting their information.
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What does notification add to the other forms of regulatory and
industry pressure?
All of the organizations interviewed were subject to other forms of regulatory oversight
with respect to information security procedures. These regulatory mandates seemed to ride high
on the list of priorities faced by the security officers interviewed. Furthermore, the wider
population of information security professionals has indicated that regulatory compliance is the
top driver of information security practices.77
Three of the most frequently mentioned regulations were the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act
and its implementing guidelines, section 404 of Sarbanes-Oxley, and the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). Title V of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act authorizes
each of the agencies governing financial institutions to establish and enforce guidelines to ensure
the security of and protect against unauthorized access to or use of customer data.78 These
agencies, in turn, have issued two Interagency Guidelines, which, through a combination of
standards and regulations, require financial institutions to safeguard personal data by developing
reasonable security measures and to develop a formal response plan to deal with data security
breaches.79 Sarbanes-Oxley compliance efforts are centered around building a sufficient system
of internal controls around the personal information gathered from employees, customers, and
consumers. Lastly, in implementing HIPAA, the Department of Health and Human Services has
issued standards that regulate the manner in which identifiable health information, that is, any
information that is created or received by a covered entity and relates to health condition,
provision of health care, or payment for provision of health care and that identifies the
individual, is protected among covered entities.80
Despite the abundance of laws and standards, most of the standards are still fragmented
in terms of industries covered, notification requirements, and level of compliance and
enforcement. Because the security breach notification requirement of S.B. 1386 is not industryspecific, it covers organizations that may not be subject to any of the other standards. While
some entities are covered by statutes like California's A.B. 1950, which mandates that companies
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maintain reasonable security methods, security breach notification laws provide a public forum
for disclosure that a "reasonable standard" does not. Security breach notification laws, in this
respect, force companies to realize the costs of security breaches. As a result, these laws might
engender a higher level of security standard as well as heighten awareness among all levels of
the organization and among consumers themselves.
However, total costs resulting from identity theft have actually been rising slightly, from
$53.3 billion in 2003 to $56.6 billion in 2006.81 These figures suggest that identity thieves are
becoming more efficient in profiting from stolen identity information before getting caught and
having the revenue stream cut off. Identity thieves have changed their methods of using stolen
identities in ways that are more difficult to detect and prevent, and may also carry more
significant financial and indirect costs.82 As one form of attack and misuse becomes easier to
detect, and therefore less profitable, fraudsters have not only moved onto more complex and
sophisticated forms of identity theft, but have also become more targeted in the entities they steal
from and the type of information they seek. 83 Law enforcement agencies have also seen
increases in the involvement of criminal organizations in identity theft, as well as increases in
foreign organized criminals in computer-related identity theft schemes.84
The forms of identity fraud are also changing. Results from the Javelin survey show that,
while the percentage of the U.S. population experiencing new accounts fraud nearly doubled
from 2005 (0.83%) to 2006 (1.52%), existing-accounts fraud declined over this same period by
one percentage point.85 These trends support the idea that identity thieves are engaging in more
complex forms of identity theft that may be more difficult to resolve. Furthermore, research
suggests that over 88% of fraudulent accounts are actually opened with synthetic fraud, as
opposed to 12% using true-name identity-level data, and that synthetic fraud is accountable for
the large majority of financial losses from fraudulent account openings.86 Identity thieves are
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already highly unlikely to get caught, 87 and these trends indicate that identity theft will be more
difficult to detect, and even more difficult to rectify than before.
Because data thieves are notoriously difficult to track, the large majority of identity theft
victims do not know the identity of the person who is misusing their information.88 This lack of
knowledge makes it all the more difficult for consumers to anticipate identity theft theats and
change their behavior either in anticipation of potential identity theft or in response to past
identity theft. While consumer diligence is no doubt an important factor in catching, responding
to, and mitigating the effects of identity theft, these responses can only be engaged once identity
theft has already occurred. Therefore, even the most diligent of consumers can only mitigate the
financial losses and some secondary costs associated with identity theft, but cannot prevent it
from happening. Given the tremendous financial cost to the financial services industry and the
pernicious, the lasting effects that identity theft imposes on victims, and the difficulty of tracking
down identity thieves, prevention efforts such as limiting access to personal information must be
part of the solution.89
The difficulty of tracking the origins of electronic information and its use also means that
good data on the extent to which breaches actually lead to identity theft is not available.
However, notification can provide consumers with a specific point in time from which they need
to employ heightened diligence in monitoring their credit reports. With appropriate warnings,
consumers can place fraud alerts and active credit monitoring that can shorten the time required
to detect fraudulent activity. The faster an identify theft incident is detected, the quicker its
resolution time and the lower the ultimate financial cost.90 Research indicates that self-detection
on the part of consumers results in 48% lower average fraud amounts, 35% shorter detection
times, and 36% lower consumer costs.91 Longer detection times result in higher ultimate
financial costs and fraud amounts.92 Notification embodies the information-collecting
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organization’s "duty to warn" of dangers,93 which acts as a way for the party who has the
knowledge of a danger or potential injury to warn those who lack such knowledge.94
The problem arises when those who are warned either do not take act on the warning or
do not know how to mitigate the risks. A recent survey shows that 11.3% of the American
population, roughly 23 million people, have received a security breach notification within the
last year.95 Only about half of these initially thought that the communication, whether in letter,
email, or telephone form, was an important piece of information; and about 39% originally
thought it was junk mail, spam, or a telemarketing call.96 There are no data indicating what
proportion of recipients simply throw away notification letters, without realizing that it contains
a notice of a compromise of their personal information.

How can notification requirements be improved?
The need for a uniform standard for all security breaches
Perhaps the most pressing issue regarding breach notification laws is the need for a
uniform requirement. The complexity and variation of the state laws result in piecemeal
disclosure of information coming out of the organizations that suffer a breach. For example,
some companies may decide to take the least-common-denominator approach to breach
notifications and send out notifications to consumers according to the most stringent state law
requirements. Even those companies that do this however, may opt to not send out notifications
to consumers who reside in states that do not have a state breach notification law. Therefore, not
only is the information on the number of consumers affected by any given breach incorrect, but
consumers who reside in no-notification states may get a false sense of security because they
may believe that the breaches they read about in the news do not affect them. A uniform
standard that applies to all security breaches would ensure that all consumers receive the same
amount of information coming out of a security breach, and therefore have the same
opportunities to protect themselves. The consistency of information disclosure is even more
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important because one of the primary benefits of the security breach notification laws is that of
heightening information exchange and awareness about information security and privacy issues.

Require notification to a centralized organization in addition to
consumers
Tracking security breaches, particularly small ones, is difficult because in most states,
there is no requirement to notify a central authority. In order for information security to become
a characteristic that consumers can take into account when purchasing services, there must be
consistent public information on which analysis and information-gathering can be based.
Furthermore, a public database of security breaches can serve as an analytical tool for security
professionals.
Since the main bite of security breach notification comes from the public notification
aspect of the security breach notification laws, requiring organizations that suffer a security
breach to take the additional step of filing with a centralized organization could increase the
amount of information available about security breaches without compromising the security
incentives that notification laws provide. This database would provide a standardized source of
information to which security professionals can refer to gather statistics on security
vulnerabilities. It would also give media outlets a reliable source of information. Keeping a
public database of information would also assist enforcement agencies, such as the Federal Trade
Commission, in keeping track of repeat offenders against whom enforcement actions may need
to be brought.

Clarify definitions of forms of data storage exempt from notification
standards
Encrypting personal information is one method of protecting against unauthorized access.
The exemptions for encrypted data provided for in multiple state statutes reflect a general trust in
the technology. However, the agencies implementing data security for the Gramm-Leach-Bliley
Act chose not to include a blanket exemption for encryption because some implementations do
not effectively protect customer information.97 This decision reflects a disconnect between
"encryption" in the state statutes and the level of encryption necessary to protect consumer data.
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"Encryption" is not defined in California’s statute, although some states have defined
encryption in their statutes. 98 However, the California Office of Privacy Protection did issue a
set of "Recommended Practices on Notice of Security Breach Involving Personal Information"
which recommends that data encryption meet the National Institute of Standards and
Technology’s Advanced Encryption Standard.99 If encryption is truly a type of technology that
secures personal information from unauthorized use, then notification laws should clarify what
minimum levels of encryption technologies should be used to qualify for the exemption from
notification. However, because encryption is an evolving technology, it seems better suited for
definition and reevaluation by regulatory agencies than strict definitions in statutes.
In contrast, the President’s Identity Theft Task Force has, instead, opted to exclude data
on the basis of "unusability." 100 The Task Force invoked this concept to imply that
organizations can render data unusable in ways other than using encryption. Aside from noting
that "unusability is not a static concept and the effectiveness of particular technologies may
change over time," the Task Force did not provide any further definition.101
Without further definition, "unusability" is a vague concept that does not necessarily
assist organizations in deciding which technologies sufficiently exempt them from notification
requirements. As a result, vague terminology should be replaced with guidelines, to be issued by
a federal oversight agency, that specify what types of technologies may be considered to be
adequate in preventing lost consumer information from being accessed and misused.

Timeline required for notification
Most of the notification statutes only require that organizations notify within "reasonable
amount of time," and allow for delays where necessary to comply with law enforcement.
However, some organizations that have suffered data breaches have delayed for long periods of
time before notifying customers. For example, the University of California at San Diego waited
nearly three months to notify students and alumni of a potential breach.102 These instances
suggest that "reasonable amount of time" may leave too much room for interpretation.
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On the one hand, shortening the time period during which companies must notify may
give consumers the greatest amount of "head start" in monitoring their credit reports and
minimizing financial losses from any potential misuse of information. On the other hand, each
data breach is different in terms of scope and effort required to discover and diagnose, such that a
rigid compliance window may actually cause more harm than good. In one case, a laptop theft
triggered one company to prepare notifying millions of potentially affected customers. However,
an investigation later revealed that the laptop was stowed away by a security guard for later
removal, but had neither been accessed nor removed from the company’s premises.103 A rigid
compliance window may have required this company to notify before its investigation was
complete, and might have resulted in wasted consumer efforts in monitoring their identity files,
and would at least have greatly contributed to envelope fatigue. Sometimes publicly admitting a
breach may also make an organization more vulnerable to attacks for a short period of time if
notification occurs before the company is able to patch the vulnerability.104
A compromise of these two methods might be a two-part notification process.
Organizations should have a set time limit (e.g. 30 days) during which they must provide
notification to both the regulatory agency and to consumers if they can reasonably do so with an
investigation of the breach. If, after 30 days, the organization cannot isolate the source of the
breach or patch the vulnerability, the organization should notify the regulatory agency of the
need for an extension, and specify why. In other words, this system provides for a 30 day safe
harbor during which notification is presumed to be timely, while providing flexibility for
situations in which 30 days is insufficient to remedy the breach or complete the investigation.

Provide consumer-targeted guidelines on the content of notifications
Notifications can only provide value to consumers if they have useful information about
the incident and know what steps can be taken to mitigate the harm. Notifications provide an
opportunity for consumer education that, unfortunately, has been bypassed by notification letters
that focus more on obfuscated language and legal jargon than direct communication (see
Appendix B for an example of a breach notification letter). Breach notification letters are
difficult to read and understand; 28% of the individuals receiving a notification do not
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understand the data involved or the potential consequences of the breach after reading the
letter.105 Notification laws, therefore, should incorporate some basic guidelines regarding clarity
of language, a description of the incident, and steps that consumers can take to protect
themselves to as to facilitate communication between the breaching organization and the
consumer. A specific analysis of the failures of breach notification letters is being conducted by
other members of the Samuelson Law, Technology & Public Policy Clinic. Their findings
should contribute useful data to the discussion of what constitutes a "good" notification letter.

Gather more information on the appropriate notification "trigger"
The overuse of breach notifications may present the danger of desensitizing consumers,
even though they provide a valuable resource for security professionals. A deluge of notification
letters threatens the amount of attention consumers will pay to the issue of data security. Of the
types of data breaches that are being reported to consumers, it stands to reason that some forms
of data breaches can be eliminated from the reporting pool without detriment to consumers’
ability to protect themselves. For example, Chase Card Services notified 2.6 million Circuit City
credit card holders that computer tapes containing their personal information were mistakenly
thrown in the trash. Further investigation of the incident by "federal and local authorities" led
Chase to believe that the tapes were "compacted, destroyed and buried in a landfill."106 The
records in this incident posed no threat of revealing personal information, yet Chase no doubt
spent a considerable amount of money notifying the 2.6 million customers, and the letter might
have hardened some of those 2.6 million consumers to the importance of data security. As David
Walker of the Government Accountability Office noted, "Unnecessary notifications of breaches
when there is little or no risk that the data will be misused might cause unnecessary risk or
confusion, and might numb consumers to the notifications and cause them to fail to act when the
threat is actually great."107
This risk raises the importance of finding the correct "trigger" language that balances the
amount of useful information about security breaches that can flow from the notification with the
impropriety and impracticability of sending out notification letters in cases like the Chase
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example above. Given the lack of reliable information available about the number of total
security breaches and consumers’ responses to them, more time is needed before this balance can
be accurately reached. However, it is important to note the substantial difference between a
standard that exempts notification when an organization finds that there is no risk versus a
standard that requires notification only when an organization finds a risk of misuse. Both
standards present obvious challenges. The former standard requires the investigation to prove a
negative, and thus limits notice exemptions. The latter standard does not take into account the
fact that organizations’ investigative abilities regarding who has accessed the data are limited,
and that organizations may not always be able to make a determination that the data is or is not
likely to result in misuse. Where this determination is available, notification should depend on
the results of that determination. However, when the investigation cannot make a determination
on risk, notification should be required, because these are the situations in which consumer
efforts to monitor and catch identity theft incidents on their own are most needed.

Conclusions and Directions for Further Research
While much is unknown about identity theft, it seems clear that identity theft remains a
pervasive problem, and one that is becoming more complicated to diagnose and remedy. Even
not knowing the degree of connection between identity theft and security breaches, the
notification of security breaches that occur has resulted in certain benefits that push towards
greater protection of consumer information. Chief among these benefits is an increase in the
amount of awareness, attention, and vigilance that is dedicated to rectifying information security
vulnerabilities through multiple levels of society--consumers, information security professionals,
and management at different levels. The tools through which security breach notification laws
exert an influence over organizations and consumers are public awareness, education, and selfregulation in the industry. Changes in security breach notification laws, therefore, should
leverage these tools to maximize the informational advantages and to spread awareness to other
topics that involve identity theft.
Much work remains to be done, however, in evaluating the effect of security breach
notification laws for more resource-constrained organizations and for smaller organizations that
are not as subject to public scrutiny as the organizations interviewed in this study. Information
gathered from security breach notification letters suggests that educational institutions and
government agencies report a large amount of data losses. These conclusions, of course, are
35

subject to the caveat that these organizations may just be reporting more incidents. While these
institutions may be subject to the same type of reputation hit that private companies and nonprofits endure, studies suggest that organizational limitations and funding pose more of a barrier
to information security in these institutions.108 More work needs to be done to understand how
the issues around the protection of personal information are different from educational and
government institutions, and how to best approach the solutions.
The larger the organization, the more important a brand name and reputation becomes to
its ultimate success. The relationship between the tools wielded by security breach notification
laws and smaller, private businesses are less clear. Smaller businesses may be more susceptible
to customer churn, but they are also less likely to be caught if they choose not to notify. In fact,
very few unrecognizable names show up on the lists of data breaches. Because of the resource
constraints on small businesses, more research is needed to understand how to strike a balance
between providing incentives to actually notify in cases of breaches and helping them to protect
personal information without incurring staggering costs that could impeded their ability to
operate at all.
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APPENDIX A: Federal and State Regulations Regarding
Breach Notifications
Regulatory compliance plays an important role on the list of priorities of information
security professionals. In the CSI/FBI survey, policy and regulatory compliance ranked second
in terms of what respondents perceived as the most critical computer security issues facing
them.109 This section summarizes only some of the major regulations and standards affecting
information security at private institutions, and their effect on information security practices.

Federal and Industry Regulations and Standards
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLB Act) and Enacting Interagency
Guidelines
Title V of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act provided authority for each of the agencies
governing financial institutions (the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Office of
Comptroller of the Currency, Federal Reserve System, Federal Savings & Loan Insurance
Corporation, and the Office of Thrift Supervision) to establish and enforce guidelines to ensure
the security of and protect against unauthorized access to or use of customer data.110 These
agencies have issued two Interagency Guidelines requiring financial institutions to safeguard
personal data by developing reasonable security measures and requiring financial institutions to
develop a formal response plan to deal with data security breaches.111 The security guidelines
require that financial institutions conduct risk assessments where the particular security measures
will depend on the risks presented by the complexity and scope of the business. 112 They also
require that financial institutions "consider, and adopt what is appropriate of, the specific security
measures enumerated in the Guidelines, including access controls on customer information
systems, background checks for employees, and incident response programs." 113 Furthermore,
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the guidelines require the financial institutions monitor its service providers’ compliance with
these guidelines through contracts.114
The security breach program set up by the Interagency Guidelines has two aspects. First,
the financial institution must immediately notify its oversight regulatory agency the moment a
financial institution becomes aware of an incident involving unauthorized access to or use of
sensitive customer information.115 The Guidelines do not require that individual consumers be
notified of a security breach unless, upon reasonable investigation, the financial institution
determines that misuse of the customers’ personal information has occurred or reasonably
possible.116 The Guidelines, however, do not exempt information protected by encryption based
on its encrypted status alone, because "there are many levels of encryption, some of which do not
effectively protect customer information."117

Sarbanes-Oxley internal controls requirement (§ 404)
Sarbanes-Oxley section 404 requires companies that are registered under the 1933
Securities Act build a sufficient system of internal controls "around the safeguarding of assets
related to the timely detection of unauthorized acquisition, use or disposition of an entity's assets
that could have a material effect on the financial statements."118 Because personal information
gathered from employees, customers, and consumers and maintained in databases are unique
assets for a publicly-traded company, protecting personal information becomes a compliance
requirement under Section 404. Public companies must disclose, in their annual filings, the
system of internal controls that the company has in place to protect information and report
inaccuracies, and must also attach an internal report of how the internal controls are working.
Internal controls therefore "cover an enormous range of methods and procedures that an
organization employs to ensure it is using resources as intended, preventing fraud, protecting
assets from damage, and so on."119 Penalties for non-compliance under Sarbanes-Oxley include
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investigations by the Securities Exchange Commission, criminal and civil prosecution, and
monetary and criminal penalties.120

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)
Passed in 1996, but implemented through regulations issued by the Department of Health
and Human Services, these standards for protecting identifiable health information cover
healthcare providers, health plans, healthcare clearinghouses (i.e., processors of health
information), and business associates that contract with these entities to provider services that
involve the use of health information.121 The standards regulate the manner in which identifiable
health information, that is, any information that is created or received by a covered entity and
relates to health condition, provision of health care, or payment for provision of health care and
that identifies the individual, is protected and exchanged among covered entities.122 The
standards set forth three sets of requirements regarding Administrative Safeguards, Physical
Safeguards, and Technical Standards that cover standards that must be followed to ensure the
security of identifiable health information, but are flexible enough to allow different entities to
implement according to their specific characteristics.123

Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI)
The PCI standard differs from the regulations mentioned because it is an industrypromulgated standard, rather than a government regulatory standard. The five major credit card
brands announced in September 2006 that they would establish a formal council to oversee the
implementation of the PCI standard. Thus far, there has been low compliance with the standard,
although card issuers are now emphasizing compliance as a result of security breaches.124 The
council releases security standards that any entity that processes, stores, or transmits credit card
information is required to implement. Requirements may differ among merchants, because they
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are separate into four levels of standards depending on the volume of credit card transactions
they perform on an annual basis. Enforcement is delegated to individual brands, where each
individual brand sets up certification requirements that follow the guidelines and establishes
fines for non-compliance. The PCI standard sets out specific guidelines with which merchants
must comply, including technical standards (such as encryption standards under which credit
card information may be stored), and process standards (for how long credit card information
may be stored).

Federal Trade Commission enforcement actions
The Federal Trade Commission has become an active regulator of security policies. The
FTC has instituted enforcement actions against numerous companies, arguing that the failure to
implement sufficient security protection constitutes "unfair" or "deceptive" trade practices in
violation of the FTC Act section 5(a), regardless of whether the investigated company had made
any false representations as to its state of security.125 As opposed to the other regulatory
instruments that apply to specific industries, FTC actions have essentially expanded information
security concerns and regulation to unregulated industries, taking action on at least 8 instances of
data security breaches: Eli Lilly, Microsoft, Guess, Petco, Superior Mortgage Corp, BJ’s
Wholesale Club, DSW Shoe Warehouse, and Choicepoint.126

State breach notification laws
California sets the precedent – S.B. 1386
Growing concerns about identity theft and a particularly well-publicized data breach
incident at the Stephen P. Teale Data Center that compromised the personal information of
265,000 state employees prompted the California legislature to enact the country’s first statelevel security breach notification law, effective July 1, 2003.127 Known as the Security Breach
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Information Act, or Senate Bill 1386 (SB-1386), the statute requires any agency, or personal or
business that conducts business in California, and "that owns or licenses computerized data that
includes personal information" to notify affected residents of California of any security breach in
the resident’s personal information was, or is reasonably believed to have been accessed by an
unauthorized person.128 The key elements of the statute are as follows:
Affected Entities – The disclosure and notification requirement of SB-1386 reaches "any
person or business that conducts business in California," provided that such person or business
"owns or licenses computerized data that includes personal information." Sections 1798.821798.84 do not specifically define "owns or licenses," but the preceding section 1798.81.5129
states that "the phrase ‘owns or licenses’ is intended to include, but is not limited to, personal
information that a business retains as part of the business' internal customer account or for the
purpose of using that information in transactions with the person to whom the information
relates."130 Notably, the statute does not apply to organizations that are in mere possession of
data, or those who process it on another organization’s behalf. The duty to notify applies to state
agencies, but not county or city-level government entities.
Type of Data Affected – California’s notification statute generally covers any type of
computerized data that includes "personal information," where "personal information" means "an
individual's first name or first initial and last name in combination with any one or more of"
a social security number, driver’s license or California Identification Card number, OR
account, credit, or debit card number in combination with any security or access code or
password that would allow access to said account.
However, only a breach that results in unauthorized acquisition of unencrypted personal
information, where any of the data elements named above is not encrypted. Therefore, if a
laptop is stolen, but all the personal information contained on the laptop is encrypted, notification
would not be required.
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Notification Trigger – Under SB-1386, disclosure and notice is mandated when personal
information "was, or is reasonably believed to have been, acquired by an unauthorized person."
While "unauthorized person" is not defined, the statute excludes good faith acquisition of
personal information by an employee or agent from the notification requirement, "provided that
the personal information is not used or subject to further unauthorized disclosure."
Notification Timeline – Notification must be made in the most expedient time possible
and without unreasonable delay, although the statute allows for delay in order to comply with
law enforcement’s attempts at a criminal investigation or other procedures necessary to
determine the scope of the breach and restore the integrity of the data.
Type of Notice Required – A company that suffers a security breach must provide notice
in one of the three forms provided for under the statute – written notice, electronic notice (if the
person affected as previously consented to receiving electronic records in place of paper records,
as allowed for under 15 U.S.C. § 7001), or substitute notice if the agency, person or business
demonstrates that the cost of providing notice under the preceding two forms would be greater
than $250,000, or the number of affected persons is greater than 500,000. Substitute notice must
take the form of e-mail notice where possible, posting information related to the breach on the
organization’s website, and notification to major statewide media. However, the statute also
provides an organization that develops their own notification procedures as part of an
information security policy for the purposes of protecting personal information will be deemed to
be in compliance with the notice requirement if they provide notice in accordance with their own
procedures and they meet the timing requirements of the statute (i.e., as expedient as possible,
without impeding efforts to recover / restore the data or investigate the security breach incident).

Other states follow
At last count, 36 other states have enacted similar data breach notification laws since
California’s statute went into effect.131 While most of these states follow California’s examples
in many ways, there are some key differences between the statutes. Because many organizations
that collect personal information conduct operations in more than one state, and because it
requires too much effort to cater notification plans in response to each individual state, most
organizations will notify customers according to the most stringent set of requirements.
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Furthermore, some companies will notify consumers even in states without notification
requirements, because once the breach becomes public information, consumers who were
affected but did not receive notice feel "slighted," resulting in a public relations disaster.132
Affected Entities – Almost all of the other state statutes follow California’s applicability
to any agency, person or business that "owns or licenses" personal information, although a few
states exempt government agencies from some of the sanctions associated with noncompliance.133 Illinois and Delaware expanded California’s definition to include all anyone who
handles, collects, or otherwise deals with personal information.134 In contrast, Georgia’s breach
notification statute only applies to the much smaller subset of organizations covered under its
definition of "information brokers."135 Furthermore, some states exempt organizations that are
already covered under the provisions of and regulations associated with the Gramm-Leach-Bliley
Act.136
Type of Data Affected – All of the states have defined "personal information" at least as
expansively as California’s statute, and many states have expanded the definition to include
various others forms of personal information. These types of personal information include,
among others, the following types of information:
Email address
Mother’s maiden name
Date of birth
Alien registration number
Passport number
Employer or tax ID number
132

See David Bender, Security Breach Notification Laws and FTC Activity Induce Enhanced Security, 23 THE
COMPUTER & INTERNET LAWYER, 3 (2006).
133
Florida H.B. 481, effective July 1, 2005 (exempting government agencies from administrative fines stemming
from failure to notify consumer reporting agencies under the specified conditions).
134
Illinois H.B. 1633, effective Jan. 1, 2006; PERKINS COIE, SECURITY BREACH NOTIFICATION CHART (2005)
[hereinafter PERKINS COIE NOTIFICATION CHART], available at http://www.perkinscoie.com/statebreachchart/. See,
e.g., Delaware Code, s. 12B-102(b),online: <http://www.delcode.state.de.us/title6/c012b/index.htm> [Delaware
Act]. CIPPIC WHITE PAPER, 17.
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Georgia S.B. 230, effective May 5, 2005. PERKINS COIE NOTIFICATION CHART. "Information brokers" under the
Georgia statute is defined as "any person or entity who, for monetary fees or dues, engages in whole or in part in the
business of collecting, assembling, evaluating, compiling, reporting, transmitting, transferring, or communicating
information concerning individuals for the primary purpose of furnishing personal information to nonaffiliated third
parties, but does not include any governmental agency whose records are maintained primarily for traffic safety, law
enforcement, or licensing purposes." Id.
136
CIPPIC WHITE PAPER at 16-17.
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Medicaid or food stamp account number
Biometric data / fingerprints
Medical records
Insurance policy number
Department of Transportation operator’s number
Unique electronic number, address or routing code
In Montana, a social security number alone, without additional information, constitutes
"personal information."137
Notification Trigger – The area in which the state statutes show the most variation is the
event that triggers customer notification, and to whom the organization must provide
notification. Most states follow California’s example in requiring notification whenever there is
a reasonable belief that unauthorized acquisition of personal information has occurred, and
exempting good faith acquisitions by employees or agents provided that the information is not
further disclosed. Connecticut and New Jersey broaden this even further, requiring notification
whenever there is unauthorized access of personal information. However, many states have also
narrowed California’s notification trigger by exempting notification to consumers only if, upon a
reasonable investigation, the organization reasonably determines that harm is not likely to result
to individuals whose information is compromised by the breach.138 Vermont requires that, if an
organization makes such a determination, the organization must provide notice and an
explanation to the Attorney General or to the applicable department of banking, insurance,
securities and health care administration.139
Notification Timeline – Some states have enacted statutes that require specific timelines
for notice. Florida requires that businesses that own data must notify within 45 days of
discovery of the breach, and businesses that license data must notify within 10 days.140 Ohio
requires notification within 45 days of discovery. Most other states, however, follow
California’s standard, and allow for delay where notification would impede investigation by law
enforcement.141
137

Id. at 11-14.
Alabama, Arkansas, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Louisiana, New Jersey, North Carolina, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island. Id. at 16.
139
Id. at 16.
140
Id. at 18.
141
Id. at 18.
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Type of Notice Required – Most states follow California’s standard for written notice, but
also allow for some other form of notice in place of written notice under special circumstances.
Most states allow for substitute notice through electronic mail or by media reports to statewide
media, although the circumstances under which companies may utilize substitute notice may be
more lax than those provided by California. Ohio and Delaware permit telephone notice in
addition to notice by mail.142 In Maine, for example, substitute notice is permissible if the cost
of notification is greater than $5,000 or the number of consumers affected is more than 1,000.143
Other Provisions – State statutes enacted since California’s statutes have also added
provisions that did not exist in California’s statute. Most notably, some statutes require that
companies provide notification to a state regulatory agency in addition to providing notice to the
consumers, and/or establish a particular state agency as an oversight agency for monitoring
compliance with the statute. New York, in particular, requires that companies must notify the
Attorney General, the Consumer Protection Board, and the State Officer of Cyber Security and
Critical Infrastructure Coordination, and that this agency notification must contain information
about the number of individuals affected, and the timing and distribution of the notice.144 The
New York’s Office of the Attorney General recently announced they reached the first settlement
under the notification law with CS Stars, LLC, a Chicago-based claims management company,
for not notifying consumers affected by a breach for two months.145 The Texas statute, in
addition to allowing the attorney general to enjoin the activities of the business for failure to
comply, also provides for civil penalties, and equitable and declaratory relief for identity theft
victims.146
State statues vary in some additional ways. Some states require that consumer reporting
agencies be notified if the security breach passes certain thresholds, such as the number of
consumers affected.147 Some states that did not have data destruction laws preceding the
enactment of the security breach notification laws added a data destruction requirement to their
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Id. at 17.
Id. at 17.
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Id. at 18.
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Sharon Gaudin, N.Y. AG Gets First Settlement Under Security Breach Notification Law, Information Week,
Apr. 27, 2007, http://www.informationweek.com/software/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=199202218&cid=RSSfeed_
TechWeb (last accessed Apr. 30, 2007).
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Texas S.B. 122.
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notification statutes.148 Lastly, some states also added specific "security freeze" provisions,
allowing consumers affected by security breaches (and others) to place a security freeze on their
credit reports that would require all third party requests for credit information to be pre-approved
by the consumer.149

148
149

Arkansas; Montana; Nevada; Rhode Island; Tennessee.
CIPPIC WHITE PAPER at 19.
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APPENDIX B: Example of a Breach Notification Letter—
LexisNexis
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APPENDIX C: Security Breach Notification Impact Study
Interview Questions
Length: 60 minutes
SECTION I: OPENER / ICEBREAKER QUESTIONS
Length: 5 minutes
How do you spend your time as _______?
Are you responsible for issues other than security?
Of the issues you mentioned, which tend to dominate your time?
How many people work in your department?
SECTION II: FACTORS
Length: 20-30 minutes
Which departments, other than yours, play a role in the security policies and/or
implementing the security initiatives at your organization? Describe your interactions with these
departments and how they affect how security decisions are made.
I am going to read off a list of external factors that may or may not affect a company’s
security investment decisions. Please indicate which of these factors play an important role in
your own investment decisions:
Legal compliance (such as SB-1386, Sarbanes-Oxley, Gramm-Leach-Bliley)
If important, which one stands out as most important?
Market competition
Media reports of security breaches at other organizations
Reputation of your company among consumers
Reputation of your company among your customers
Customer response to a past security breach
Industry security standards
Threat of lawsuits from consumers
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Attention of privacy advocacy organizations or other non-governmental agencies
Regulatory scrutiny
If so, which agencies?
Are there other forces that have driven your company’s development of security
mechanisms?
Of all the factors we have discussed thus far, both internal and external, what are the most
important motivating factors you consider when you make security investment decisions?
If you think back on the most significant security upgrades or security evaluations that
you have undertaken in your time as [insert professional title], what would you say was the
single most important catalyst for that undertaking? What was the undertaking?
Are there specific things / events / aspects about your company that have shaped its
approach to security? How?
SECTION III: SECURITY BREACH NOTIFICATION
Length: 15 minutes
Specific Responses to SB-1386:
When did you first become aware of the security breach notification requirements of
California SB-1386? What is your understanding of what these requirements are? What is your
understanding of what the consequences for failing to comply are?
When you first became aware of the requirements of SB-1386, did you take any steps
directly to respond to the requirements? Did you take any specific steps to enhance the security
procedures of your organization? If so, what were they? Who in your organization was involved
in implementing these steps?
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As compared to other external factors that impact your security investment decisions,
how strong of an influence would you say that security breach notification laws have had on your
decisions?
SECTION IV: REPUTATIONAL IMPACT ON INVESTMENT DECISIONS
Length: 15 minutes
To what extent do you feel that your company’s success depends on consumers trusting
you with their information? [rank scale, 1 = trust is critical to the success of the company, 10 =
trust is not a factor at all] In what ways?
Have you suffered a security breach at your organization that has required public
notification?
If so, what do you consider to be the most substantial impact on your company from a
public notification of a security breach? To what extent have these consequences driven your
security investment decisions after the breach?
If not, what would you consider to be the most substantial impact on your company from
the public notification of a security breach, were it to occur?
Has your company ever attempted to quantify the impact that these consequences have on
your profitability?
Does the public notification requirement increase your willingness to engage law
enforcement or other regulatory agencies for assistant in responding to the security breach?
In some states, notification statutes require notification be provided both to the
individuals affected as well as a state regulatory agency, such as the department of consumer
affairs or the attorney general. How would your perception of the impact that notification has on
your company change if the law only required notification to some sort of regulatory agency?
What would be your greatest concerns about the effects of notification in this scenario?
SECTION V: INDUSTRY STANDARDS
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Length: 15 minutes
What role do professional associations and trade groups play in the development of your
company’s approach to security? Are there any that you consider particularly influential?
Do you have a sense that a set of “best practices” in security has developed?
Are they sector-specific or can they be generalized?
Is your company’s practices influenced by these “best practices”?
What do you think has been the driving force behind these standards?
Do the security breach notifications of other organizations impact:
Your perception of how a breach notification will affect your own organization?
Your perception of how likely it is that a security breach will occur at your own
organization?
Your own security mechanisms?
Your own breach notification procedures?
SECTION VI: CONCLUSION
Length: 5-10 minutes
Thinking back on the issues that we have discussed thus far, are there any additional
points that you would like to add to your answers?
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